
PEOPLE MAKE GLASGOW 
WELCOME



Throughout 2018 three major international medical conferences were hosted 
in Glasgow: the World Federation of Hemophilia World Congress; World Down 
Syndrome Congress and the International Symposium on ALS/MND. 

Approximately 700 delegates, roughly 10% of those who attended these 
conferences were living with the conditions under discussion.

To ensure Glasgow gave the warmest and most appropriate welcome to all 
attendees, Glasgow Convention Bureau partnered with Glasgow Welcomes 
and VisitScotland to offer free educational sessions designed to help taxi 
drivers, staff at the transport hubs, Scottish Event Campus, hotels, restaurants 
and visitor attractions better understand the requirements of delegates who will 
arrived in Glasgow.

These sessions were led by experts from each of the association alongside 
local people living with these conditions, to ensure customer facing staff 
across the city were fully prepared to give a warm, educated and appropriate 
welcome.

Glasgow was the first conference city in the world to create such a bespoke 
educational programme for their conference delegates. To support the 
associations as they move to their future conference locations, the Glasgow 
Convention Bureau presented each client with a video of their educational 
sessions to help them prepare the hospitality industry of their next host city.

Glasgow has been cited as one of the world’s friendliest cities and 
the People Make Glasgow Welcome initiative epitomises how Team 
Glasgow supports and works with our conference organisers to 
gain a fuller understanding of our delegates’ needs. The educational 
sessions ensured Glasgow was ready to welcome all delegates to these 
conferences and have left a lasting legacy on the city, benefiting both 
Glaswegians and future visitors living with these conditions.”

Aileen Crawford
Head of Conventions

Glasgow Convention Bureau

“

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAXVoPVLTtg


WORLD DOWN SYNDROME CONGRESS



Down’s syndrome is caused by an extra copy of chromosome 21 inside some or all of 
the body’s cells and it is estimated that about 41,700 people with Down’s syndrome 
live in the UK.

Approximately 700 babies a year are born with Down’s syndrome in the UK - 
children are likely to have delays in speech and language skills which will affect their 
communication, interactions and education. 

People with Down’s syndrome have the same feelings and moods as everyone 
else. We can help ensure that the congress delegates experience a warm Glasgow 
welcome by positively including those with Down’s syndrome by being aware and, 
above all, patient.

In general, don’t automatically assume that 
the person needs your help - offer it, but if 

someone refuses, don’t feel offended.

The awareness sessions allowed us to ensure Glasgow’s tourism and 
hospitality businesses have current and accurate knowledge about 
Down’s syndrome today and how to positively include and support 
people with the disability, whichever their area of business. This then 
meant they were prepared to welcome and support people who have 
Down’s syndrome from all over the world to have a wholly positive 
experience during their visit to Glasgow.

Two of our Lead Commissioners, Andrew Macintyre and Stuart Campbell 
also co-delivered the sessions and proved to the audience that having 
Down’s syndrome doesn’t stop you from doing things, they gave a clear 
message that having a disability doesn’t define who you are and to 
remember that anyone who has a disability is a person first.”

Pandora Summerfield
CEO

Down’s Syndrome Scotland

“

https://youtu.be/siE5SFRkATA


Communicating
• Do use “People First Language”, and don’t refer to 

people with Ds as” Downs people”. Their disability 
isn’t who they are

• Speak directly to the person, not their carer/support 
worker

• Speak clearly, using short sentences and don’t 
assume they won’t understand you

• Avoid using metaphors, acronyms, jargon or slang

• Keep “Face to Face” during conversations

• Treat people appropriately to their age

• Allow extra time to listen, to think, and to respond

• Using visual supports such as simple gestures, 
photos or real items will support their understanding 
of what you are saying

• Repeat things back for confirmation and to check 
understanding

Hotels and restaurants
• Provide visual cues or pictures if you can, and use 

easy read format with large text, especially on menus

• Offer to help carry trays

• Note that there is a higher incidence of dairy 
intolerance and coeliac disease

• Pointing to the items on a menu helps to support 
understanding

• Offer to help with luggage

• Ensure signage is clear and obvious (this 
applies especially to toilets), using internationally 
recognisable symbols

• It’s helpful if you can provide toilet facilities to change 
someone, including a table if at all possible - the 
“Changing Places Initiative” is an example of good 
practice

Getting around
• Low muscle tone, poor balance and coordination can 

affect walking and distance ability

• Poor focus of the eye can cause difficulties with 
looking down and depth perception, such as going 
down stairs/steps

• Handrails and steps can positively support people 
with Down’s syndrome to get in and out of taxis and 
on and off of buses

• People who have Down’s syndrome can often take 
longer to do things and can feel anxious if they are 
rushed

• Allow extra time to move around physically, such as 
not driving off until they are in their seat with their 
seat belt on

Below are hints and tips on how we can positively support people with Down’s syndrome (Ds).



WORLD FEDERATION OF HEMOPHILIA WORLD CONGRESS



Understanding Haemophilia & other inherited bleeding disorders

People with bleeding disorders, have a condition that means the blood can’t clot 
properly. Those with bleeding disorders experience bleeding for longer and may 
sometimes experience spontaneous bleeds into joints, muscles and soft tissues. 

Some of the most common bleeding disorders include:
Haemophilia A | Haemophilia B | von Willebrands

• After travelling, people with 
Haemophilia are more susceptible to 
internal bleeds and will need a quiet 
and private place to mix and inject their 
medicine.

• Those with Haemophilia cannot carry 
their own bags, so help with luggage 
and trollies would be appreciated.

• People with haemophilia will carry 
medication and needles in their hand 
luggage.

• Haemophilia medication is very 
expensive, life saving and hugely 
important to those living with 
haemophilia, and they will not want to 
leave it out of their sight.

Watch the full training video:

The remarkable efforts made by so many in Glasgow to ensure 
that our community can join us at the WFH World Congress is very 
much appreciated. The welcoming and helpful spirit of all people 
we worked with in Glasgow in preparing for our congress has been 
very much appreciated by all employees and volunteers of the 
WFH.”

Alain Baumann
CEO 

World Federation of Hemophilia

“
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For further information on living with haemophilia or the WFH 2018 Congress:

www.wfh.org

www.haemophilia.org.uk

conventions@glasgowconventionbureau.com 

500+ delegates living with Haemophilia 

are travelling from over 60 different 

countries to attend the World Federation 

of Haemophilia Congress in Glasgow.

Passengers will require additional seating.

High numbers of customers with mobility 

issues, with walking sticks or wheelchair 

requirements.

Those with Haemophilia cannot carry 

their own bags, so help with luggage and 

trollies would be appreciated.

After travelling, people with Haemophilia 

are more susceptible to internal bleeds 

and will need a quiet and private place to 

mix and inject their medicine.

These customers will be carrying in their 

hand luggage needles and medication 

they need to inject. 

Most arrivals:  15 - 16 May 2018

 

18 - 20 May 2018

Most departures: 25 - 26 May 2018

Haemophilia medication is very 

expensive, life saving and hugely 

important to those living with 

haemophilia, and they will not want to 

leave it out of their sight.£

https://youtu.be/ggubQ6mdteg


INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ALS/MND



Motor Neurone Disease (MND) is a rapidly progressing, muscle wasting, terminal 
illness. There is currently no cure or effective treatment for MND and the average life 
expectancy from diagnosis is just 20 months.

There are over 450 people in Scotland currently living with MND, and on average 
almost 200 people are diagnosed each year.

MND stops signals from the brain reaching the muscles. This means the muscles 
start to waste and weaken, and eventually stop working. This may cause someone to 
lose the ability to walk, talk, eat, drink or breathe unaided.

MND can affect anyone at any time and not everyone with MND will develop all 
symptoms. How it affects people can vary significantly.

We were delighted to be host this year’s International Symposium 
on ALS/MND in Glasgow, and to work with Glasgow Convention 
Bureau to ensure people with Motor Neurone Disease were properly 
welcomed to the city.

As well supporting people with MND, and funding research for a 
cure, we want everyone with MND to be treated with the dignity and 
respect they deserve. The awareness sessions we ran for Glasgow’s 
hospitality industry gave people an understanding of what MND is, 
how it affects people, and how best to accommodate someone with 
the illness. These practical tips and advice can be used long after the 
symposium leaves Scotland.”

Craig Stockton
CEO

MND Scotland

“

Watch the full training video:

https://youtu.be/IsEvhy5xKIo


Talking
Some people with MND may have difficulty speaking. 
Their speech may be slurred or they may not be able 
to talk at all. They might use equipment to help them 
communicate, such as a computer, iPad, or pen and 
paper. Some people with MND will use a breathing 
mask, which means their speech could be muffled, 
slow or difficult to understand. Just because someone 
with MND has difficulty speaking, it does not mean they 
cannot hear you or don’t understand you.

• Try to maintain eye contact so you can hear and see 
articulation of words

• Allow extra time for communicating with people with 
MND; be patient and don’t talk over them

• Don’t answer for people with MND and if you don’t 
understand them ask them to repeat themselves; 
don’t ignore them

• Speak directly to the person with MND, not who they 
are travelling with, unless it is apparent that this is 
what the person with MND wants

Walking
MND can affect some people’s ability to walk unaided. 
Some may use a walking stick or similar, for extra 
support. This could mean they will move slower and 
there is a greater risk of falling. Some people with MND 
may use a wheelchair. 

• Allow extra time for people with MND to get around

• Signpost elevators rather than stairs, and accessible 
toilets

• Accessible rooms, including wetrooms will enhance 
mobility for people with MND

• Wheelchair users will require additional space when 
dining

• When offering to open doors for people with MND, 
check if they already have their hands on the handle 
– pulling the door open may result in a fall if the door 
is the only thing keeping them propped up

Eating and Drinking
MND can affect someone’s ability to eat and drink. 
The muscles in someone’s arms and hands may be 
weakened, meaning they could find it hard to physically 
feed themselves. Some people will have difficulty 
swallowing, increasing the risks of choking, and some 
people with MND will use a feeding tube. 

• It may take people with MND longer to eat and drink 
than others; as food may go cold, people with MND 
may ask for it to be re-heated

• Food and fluids may be spilled or dribbled

• Poor dexterity may mean that people with MND have 
difficulty handling money

For information about MND or to get advice please call MND 
Scotland on 0141 332 3903 or email info@mndscotland.org.uk. 
You can also fi nd out more on our website at mndscotland.org.uk. 

Talking
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MND – what you need to know
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